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You and your partner both feel safe, physically and emotionally.
You feel respected, and you respect your partner.
When dealing with problems, the two of you can talk it out and try to come up with a
solution.
You respect each other's space.
You trust each other.
Both of you work towards creating a healthier relationship, because no relationship
is ever perfect.

You or your partner feel unsafe, physically or emotionally.
You or your partner feel disrespected or not taken seriously.
When dealing with problems, the two of you aren't able to discuss them well.
Your partner doesn't respect your space, even when you ask.
You find yourself unable to give your partner space when they ask.
You don't trust each other.
Your partner insults or humiliates you, or you do these things to them.

Is your relationship

Healthy or Unhealthy?

Signs that your relationship is healthy: 

Signs that your relationship is unhealthy:

If you notice an issue in your relationship, try to talk about it with the other person if this
is an option for you. Remember that your safety is the most important thing, and that
you can leave a relationship at any time.



Remember:

Learn to solve the problems that can be solved, and have conversations to better
manage the ones that can't.

You are responsible for your own happiness.

Never try to 'fix' or control each other.

Make sure you both take care of yourselves instead of relying only on each other.

did you know?

Studies have shown that people who write love letters (expressing affection for
their partner) physically recover from stress faster. These people have lower
cholesterol, heart rates, and blood pressure.

Sources: ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17668992
cnn.com/2010/HEALTH/05/12/stress.mother.voice.call/index.html

It has also been suggested that calling a loved one helps with stress almost as
much as receiving a hug from them in person! Why not give it a try next time
you're stressed?



Steps to loving communication

Have reasonable expectations
Your partner is not a mind-reader! Let them know what you're thinking and offer
explanations.

Know your own feelings
Take time to think about how you really feel and why, so you can do something about it.

Recognize and correct communication-blocking habits
For example, don't use generalizing words like 'you never' or 'you always'.

Listen to hear
Often while the other person is talking, we're simply waiting to speak. Make sure you're
really listening to what they're saying instead of jumping to conclusions or ignoring their
perspective.

Save their pride
Wait til you're in private instead of calling them out in front of others.

Use "I" statements
This means focusing on your own experience, rather than assuming you know what the
other person is feeling. "I feel hurt when you don't call me back," or " I'm hearing that
you're stressed out, is this true?"

Give each other compliments and positive feedback
Make sure you're regularly telling the person good things you notice about them, instead
of only giving feedback when something is wrong. 

Adapted from Sexuality Education Resource Centre



How to talk about your feelings

without starting an argument:

Instead of thinking of what you're going to say next, make sure you are actually
listening to what the other person is saying. You can try summarizing what they're
saying ("So I think you're saying I misunderstood you," "I hear you're upset too").
You can also check in with the other person by stopping to ask what they think or
feel.

Use sentences that begin with "I"

Listen actively

Set ground rules

"You hurt my feelings.
You know I wanted to
come. You didn't have to
go without me."

The speaker is
blaming the other
person for the feeling
of anger, putting them
on the defensive.

Argument

"I feel hurt that you
didn't wait to go with me.
I told you I wanted to
come."

The speaker
expressed what they
felt and took
responsibility for it.

Conversation

Before you begin a difficult conversation, let the other person know what you need.
Feeling safe allows your conversation to be more productive.



Express your views

Think about the other person's views

Pay attention

Reflect, don't react

Be specific

The more often that you express how you think and feel, the easier it is for people to
understand where you're coming from in a conversation. If this is difficult for you,
practice with small things that may seem less personal.

Once you understand the beliefs someone holds, it becomes easier to respectfully
disagree.

By showing that you're paying attention, the other person may feel more
respected. It also helps to focus your attention and allows you to pick up on their
non-verbal cues. Make sure you aren't trying to multitask, and make sure you are
actively listening to what they are saying. 

Instead of letting the conversation become rapid-fire back and forth, stop to think
about what the other person is saying. Then summarize what they have said and
repeat it back for clarification. This allows them to feel heard and understood, and
misunderstandings are cleared up before they escalate to argument.

Make a plan for what you will do to address the problem, and make it specific.
Instead of saying something like "I'll give you more space," try "I'll knock on your
door before I come in." This will make your commitment easier to manage. Make
sure you ask the other person what they need, so that you can develop a way to
address the issue that meets the needs of both of you as much as possible.

Adapted from Palo Alto Medicine Foundation



Sex-positive communication

Be clear about what you are or aren't okay with.

Make sure you and your partner have a conversation early on about what you're
looking for. This can save you a lot of trouble later - you can avoid pressuring or
frustrating each other if you know from the start where each other is at. 

Talk about what you like and don't like

Source: https://www.plannedparenthood.org/learn/sex-and-relationships/sex/how-do-i-talk-my-partner-about-sex

If you trust and respect each other, both of you should be able to tell the other what
they like and also what they don't like.Try to check in with your partner and ask if they
like something, and don't take it personally if they aren't a fan. Remember: everybody is
different, therefore a new partner isn't going to know what you like unless you
communicate (no matter how much experience they have). You can show your partner
what you like, you can tell them, or you can guide them. Also, remember that what feels
good can change over time, so keep communicating!

Talking can be hard, but it's super important! Here are some topics you should try to
cover, and examples of things you could say so you don't feel as uncomfortable.

You: "Hey, I'd just like to know how far you're ready to take this?"
Them: "I'm ready to go all the way."
You: "I'm not quite there yet - I'd like to keep some of my clothes on tonight."

"Do you like it better like this... or like this?"
"Are you comfortable?"
"Could we try a different angle? This one hurts a little."
"I feel better when you aren't over top of me, at least for now."



Source: https://www.plannedparenthood.org/learn/sex-and-relationships/sex/how-do-i-talk-my-partner-about-sex

Protect yourself! Before engaging in sexual activity with someone, ask about the last
time they've been tested. Remember that even if you both have tested negative, it is
still safest to use condoms anyway. Ask about previous unprotected sex, as well as
sharing needles (for drugs, tattoos, or piercings), as STIs can be transmitted this way
as well.

Talk about STI testing

Discuss birth control methods with your partner, including what type
works best for you and your partner and if any doses have been
missed. Be open about your birth control decisions, and consider
discussing how costs will be covered.

Talk about birth control

You: "Before we do anything, can I ask when the last time you got tested
was?"
Them: "I don't have any STI's, I promise. I think I would know!"
You: "Most STI's don't actually have any symptoms - I'm not going to be
comfortable doing anything unless we know for sure. We could go together if
you want?"

You: "What have you done for birth control in the past? Are you on anything
now?"
Them: "We always just pulled out or used condoms. It's worked so far!"
You: "That's not the most reliable method - I'm good to use condoms every
time, but would you consider using a second method, like the pill or an IUS? I
could split the cost with you."



Before you act! Whoever is initiating the sexual act needs to gain consent before they
continue. Keep checking in, because consenting to one thing doesn't mean consenting
to whatever may follow.

"How far do you want to go?"
"Are you comfortable with
this?"
"Does this feel good?"
"Is this okay?"
"Are you still liking this?"

Sometimes people have a hard time saying no, or they are worried about
how their partner will react if they don't consent. Whatever the case,
sometimes there are non-verbal signs that the other person isn't
consenting anymore. For example:

Going suddenly quiet
Freezing or shutting down
Moving your hands away
Not reciprocating your
actions.

Asking for Consent
when:

how?

what else to watch for:

"I'm dating someone."
"Slow down."
"I just want to go to sleep."
"Let's just cuddle."

Adapted from Action Canada for Sexual Health Rights



loveisrespect.org

gottman.com/blog/

Healthy relationship resources

Student Counselling Centre (SCC)*
Groups and workshops. Free counselling for University of Manitoba students.
474 UMSU University Centre
204-474-8592
https://umanitoba.ca/student-supports/counselling-resources-students

Health & Wellness*
The Health & Wellness Educator is a Registered Nurse and available to talk about
health and wellness topics.
469 UMSU University Centre (within the SCC)
204-295-9032
Britt.Harvey@umanitoba.ca
http://umanitoba.ca/student-supports/health-wellness

Healthy U*
Talk to a peer health and wellness volunteer about your relationship.
474 UMSU University Centre
Check out our Facebook for hours
https://www.facebook.com/healthyumanitoba

On Campus

*There are no in-person services at the University of Manitoba currently.
Check the relevant websites for remote services and updates.

Online








